CSE DOCUMENTATION STYLE: Literature Cited

A CSE-style literature cited contains complete publication information from the resources you cited in your paper, alphabetized by the author’s last name. Using standard formats for your entries enhances your credibility with academic readers, and alphabetizing your list helps fellow researchers quickly locate the sources that you refer to in the body of your text. The scientific field is very broad and each discipline defines the explicit style used in professional communication. This guide should be used as a starting point.

CSE-style literature cited lists are evenly double-spaced, with margins all around. Entries are alphabetical by author, or if no author, by title. Every entry begins flush left; additional lines are indented 5 spaces. Use your word processors ‘hanging indent’ feature!

Start your page with “Literature Cited” in the center of the first line.

Note that in general

- Authors’ names are in reverse order; last names appear first.
- Only the first and middle initials of authors’ names are given;
- Only the first title word (& the first subtitle word after the colon, if title has a colon) is capitalized.

---

Journal article with two authors


Selection from an edited book


Book with editor(s)


Motion picture


Unpublished paper


Government document


Book with edition


Online journal article with assigned DOI


Important:
- Not all publishers participate in assigning DOIs.
- Most popular magazine & newspaper articles do not have a DOI assigned.
- Articles or books with a DOI no longer need a database name.
- To avoid errors, try copying and pasting the DOI into reference.
- Provide issue number (if available) following volume number only when volumes and pages are not numbered sequentially.
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